AGENDA

Diving Deep Part I: Forecasts, Fleet Mix, Introduce Design Aircraft Values Scorecard, Live Burn Training Exercise

Live Burn Exercise, 3-4 pm | Meeting, 4-7 pm

✓ Desired Outcome: *Educate on elements of the forecast, fleet mix, and design aircraft to help answer strategic questions. Allow for group to discuss impacts on community values and begin evaluation of the design aircraft via the scorecard.*

✓ Guest Speaker/Technical Expert: Linda Perry, LeighFisher

I. Introduction and Welcome
   a. Review of Strategic Questions

II. Follow Up from Meeting I Fleet Mix
   a. Review of Additional Data Requested

III. Forecast Overview
   a. Presentation by Linda Perry
   b. Design Aircraft and Fleet Mix
   c. Open Discussion

Break

IV. Values Scorecard Exercise
   a. Explanation
   b. Exercise

V. Lighting Round Discussion

VI. Next Meeting – October 2nd Aircraft Noise and Emissions, and Aircraft Operational Capabilities